Single Chip Heterogeneous Multiprocessors executing a wide variety of software are increasingly common in consumer electronics. Because of the mix of real-time and best effort software across the entire chip, a key design element of these systems is the choice of scheduling strategy. Without task migration, the benefits of single chip processing cannot be fully realized. Previously, high-level modeling environments have not been capable of modeling asynchronous events such as interrupts and preemptive scheduling while preserving the performance benefits of high level simulation. This paper shows how extensions to Modeling Environment for Software and Hardware (MESH) enable precise modeling of these asynchronous events while running more than 1000 times faster than cycle-accurate simulation. We discuss how we achieved this and illustrate its use in modeling preemptive scheduling. We evaluate the potential of migrating running tasks between processors to improve performance in a multimedia cell phone example. We show that by allowing schedulers to rebalance processor loads as new tasks arrive significant performance gains can be achieved over statically partitioned and dynamic scheduling approaches. In our example, we show that system response time can be improved by as much as 1.96 times when a preemptive migratory scheduler is used, despite the overhead incurred by scheduling tasks across multiple processors and transferring state during the migration of running tasks. The contribution of this work is to provide a framework for evaluating preemptive scheduling policies and task migration in a high level simulator, by combining the new ability to model interrupts with dramatically increased efficiency in the high-level modeling of scheduling and commuincation MESH already provides.
INTRODUCTION
Single chip heterogenous multiprocessor (SCHM) systems combine tight integration and low cost with high performance execution of a wide variety of workloads. This makes them an increasingly attractive platform on which to design modern consumer electronics. Offerings such as the Texas Instruments OMAP [TexasInstruments] , Philips Nexperia [Philips] , and Sony/Toshiba/IBM Cell [Pham et al. 2006] bring heterogenous hardware to products ranging from cell phones and flexible multimedia players to home entertainment and gaming consoles.
Historically these devices were truly "embedded." They were closed systems that executed statically-scheduled software on a single processor, with the single goal of meeting all deadlines. The scheduler design space was limited because real-time scheduling was very effective. Their modern counterparts, on the other hand, execute dynamically scheduled software, are more open to postdesign time programming, and often exhibit highly data-dependent behavior. In addition, the user's metric of performance is often "how fast it runs my program," though deadlines also remain important.
Under these circumstances pure real-time scheduling is overly conservative and limits performance. Previous work Kumar 2005; Paul et al. 2003 ] has shown that architecture-and application-aware schedulers can significantly improve performance by exploiting heterogeneity in the system. This adds a new dimension to the design space of these devices: the choice of scheduling strategy.
The Modeling Environment for Software and Hardware (MESH) Cassidy et al. 2003 ] provides a foundation for high-level design exploration of SCHMs, including software and hardware configurations as well as scheduling strategies. However, neither MESH nor other high-level simulators have previously supported the modeling and simulation of the asynchronous events behind preemptive scheduling and task migration, without sacrificing simulation speed.
There are two primary challenges to efficiently capturing the behavior of preemptive scheduling on a SCHM. First, a software task could be scheduled on various hardware resources of differing speeds and capabilities. A common high-level simulation approach involves executing annotated software models on a native host, but these time-based annotations typically used are inadequate for capturing task performance in a heterogenous multiprocessor. MESH already addresses this shortcoming by representing tasks in terms of their computational complexity rather than time and resolving time from taskresource mappings at runtime . This allows software models to specify the performance impact of hardware features such as floating point support or vector instructions, for example, allowing the designer to easily explore the impact of changing the hardware tasks execute on. It is also required to model task migration in a heterogenous system. Second, asynchronous events such as interrupts are difficult to capture precisely at a high level [Lavagno et al. 2005] because high level models do not capture individual cycles or instructions; simulations might advance hundreds or thousands of instructions between scheduler invocations, delaying the simulator's response to interrupt arrivals. However, the timing of these events can have a significant impact on the overall timing of the system, especially response time [Rhodes and Wolf 1999] , and cannot be ignored. Simply increasing the level of detail to improve precision (using finer-grained annotations) significantly increases simulation time, negating the speed benefits of high-level modeling.
To address this challenge we extended the MESH kernel to speculatively execute software models, rolling them back when asynchronous events force unanticipated scheduling decisions. In addition, we allow software models to avoid unnecessary communication with the simulator through "lightweight" annotations. These eliminate most or all interactions between software models and their schedulers, greatly reducing simulation overhead and allowing the designer to use more accurate models. Together these features allow MESH to capture asynchronous concurrent interactions, including arbitrary preemptive schedulers, without sacrificing simulation speed.
We use our approach for efficiently including high-level modeling of interrupts to illustrate the benefits of task migration coupled with preemptive scheduling. We compare several static and preemptive schedulers in a multimedia cell phone to evaluate the potential performance impact of migrating running tasks between processors by aborting and restarting them. We build on previous work that demonstrated the effectiveness of MESH in evaluating task-processor mappings ]. We apply Scenario Oriented benchmarking ] to determine whether the overhead imposed by increased scheduler complexity, wasted work, and migration overhead is justified for the expected uses of the system.
The contribution of this work is the ability to model interrupts along with scheduling and communications overhead in a high-level simulator, ultimately permitting the evaluation of the cost-benefit of task migration at the chip level for single chip heterogeneous multiprocessors.
Our experimental results show that dynamic schedulers-which redistribute non-deadline tasks among processors as new tasks arrive or completeachieve significant performance increases over statically partitioned scheduling schemes, improving response time by 1.96 times without impacting the system's ability to meet deadlines. They also underscore the effectiveness of high level modeling in finding the best scheduling strategy for a system. 
OVERVIEW OF MESH
The foundation for this work is the Modeling Environment for Software and Hardware (MESH) Cassidy et al. 2003 ], a high-level simulator that permits the evaluation of the cost-benefit of high-level scheduling decisions, but previously without the capability to efficiently model interrupts.
MESH can be thought of as a thread-level simulator for a SCHM instead of an instruction-level simulator for a microarchitecture. Using MESH, we have had success exploring SCHM designs well above the level of the ISS; designers manipulate threads, processors, scheduling and communications strategies instead of instructions, functional units, and registers [Paul et al. 2006; Meyer et al. 2005; Bobrek et al. 2004; Paul et al. 2003 ]. We have compared our performance results with ISS-level models and found reasonable accuracy while execution is typically two orders of magnitude faster than ISS-level models.
MESH represents systems as layers or services: hardware, scheduling, and software. Scheduling forms the boundary between the hardware and software domains, and serves not only to coordinate software tasks, but also to convert logical computational complexity into timing information tied to a specific hardware model. Figure 1 illustrates the primitive modeling elements of MESH at a high level. This view provides the essential modeling elements of design of SCHMs at the thread level as opposed to the instruction or cycle level. At the lower left of the figure an SCHM is illustrated interacting with some external testbench. The SCHM includes n PEs, with n separate clocks. The cooperation of the PEs in the SCHM is illustrated as a layer of "scheduling and arbitration," shown as a solid, thick line. Many overlapping layers of scheduling and arbitration may exist in SCHMs; the single domain is shown to simplify the illustration of the main design elements of MESH. Also, the label "scheduling and arbitration" may represent networked communications as well as shared busses; the label in the figure simply illustrates processors grouped into a logical, cooperative domain.
In Figure 1 , PE1 is expanded into a MESH "thread stack." The thread stack illustrates all of the design elements contributed by PE1 (each PE contributes a similar thread stack to the SCHM). At the bottom is a model of the physical capabilities of the processor resource, modeled as physical thread Th P 1 . Each unique PE represents a different physical capability within the SCHM, which can be programmed to carry out concurrent behavior. This programming is captured as a collection of logical threads, Th L11 , . . . , Th L1m , shown at the top of the expanded view. The logical threads represent the untimed, logical sequencing of software, along with the computational resources it requires, through annotations known as "consume calls." These consume calls capture the effects of software executing on hardware, where physical timing is not determined until the software executes on a model of (or a real) physical machine. Each PE may execute an unbounded number of software (logical) threads, with scheduling decisions potentially made dynamically in response to different datasets. This perprocessor, thread-level decision making is modeled by a physical scheduler, U P 1 .
Cooperation among the various PEs, including the exchange of state across private memory spaces as well as communications and task arbitration, is modeled by the logical scheduling domain, U L1 . Because U L1 represents a cooperative scheduling domain, the threads that execute on any given resource may also be eligible to execute on any other resource that belongs to the same logical scheduling domain. Significantly, this is true even if the processors are heterogeneous.
U L1 captures the penalty of resource sharing and cooperation, allowing MESH to model what is perhaps the key challenge of designing of SCHMs at a high level: the trade-off between few powerful, complex, PEs that execute more threads locally, or more, less powerful, simpler, PEs with the cost of global cooperation.
Internally, MESH consists of a simulation kernel that executes software task models as threads on the host machine. Task threads can execute software directly on the host in order to generate realistic control flow and outputs; consume calls serve to annotate computational complexity in a machineindependent way. Tasks communicate with the MESH kernel using the thread synchronization primitives supplied by the host operating system; whenever a task generates a consume call control switches to the kernel thread, which applies scheduling and translates the annotations into timings for the target processing element. This paper describes two improvements to MESH that allow it to efficiently model asynchronous events such as device interrupts and preemptive scheduling: interrupt modeling (Section 4.1) and lightweight consume calls (Section 4.2). For more detailed explanations of other aspects of the MESH environment we refer the interested reader to Paul et al. [2005] .
PRIOR WORK IN INTERRUPT MODELING
Interrupt arrivals in a system can have a profound impact on performance [Regehr and Duongsaa 2005; Jones and Regehr 1999] . [Rhodes and Wolf 1999] evaluated how precise interrupt modeling impacts the accuracy of simulations for predicting schedulability of hard real-time task sets.
There are several existing methods for modeling interrupts at a high level. Some approaches apply high level RTOS and interrupt models to lower-level SystemC [systemC] simulations in order to improve simulation speed, either at the instruction accurate [Yi et al. 2003; Passerone et al. 1997] or basic block level [Honda et al. 2004; Bouchhima et al. 2004] . This preserves the accuracy of detailed simulation while significantly reducing scheduling overhead. Though this takes advantage of high-level scheduling models, these approaches still simulate software (and hardware) at a much lower level than MESH. Yu et al. [2003] model RTOS services, including interrupt handling, using transaction level modeling (TLM) in order to integrate with TLM communication models. This results in a high-level model of the system but also reduces precision in interrupt handling; interrupts are forced to only occur at transaction boundaries.
The approach in Lavagno et al. [2005] models time-sliced scheduling at the basic block level using the Metropolis [Balarin et al. 2003 ] framework. However, the Metropolis scheduler must be able to predict all upcoming scheduling points; it does not capture "preemptions caused by unpredictable events, like when the occurrences of nonperiodic interrupts are to be modeled" [Lavagno et al. 2005] .
"Virtual Synchronization" [Yi et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2005] aims to reduce the overhead of synchronizing component clocks in distributed HW/SW cosimulation. The overhead of clock synchronization is similar to the scheduling overhead in MESH. However, Virtual Synchronization targets cycle-accurate HW/SW simulation, and interrupt modeling is handled by individual component simulators; the simulation backplane does not participate.
Another approach [Kempf et al. 2005 ] represents tasks as sequences of (time, priority, delay, state) tuples, and uses a set of "timed communicating extended finite state machines" joined with priority queues to model the system. While effective for modeling the timing characteristics of a particular system configuration, the method does not provide a straightforward way to vary the type of hardware each task executes on (i.e. without reimplementing the software model), or to experiment with different scheduling strategies, both important features MESH provides.
Finally, all of these approaches focus on the problem of scheduling tasks within a single processor using static schedules. While tasks may be partitioned among multiple processors at design time each is statically mapped to a single processor for execution. In contrast, prior work using MESH ] has shown that schedulers form a vital design element of SCHM systems and that breaking down static partitions can improve performance by allowing schedulers to exploit idle resources that would otherwise go unused, despite increased scheduling complexity.
Similarly, none of these works considers the performance effects of migrating running tasks. The schedulers considered in Paul et al. [2003] did not attempt to migrate running tasks, and there was no discussion of starvation due to preemptions. Tasks were initially mapped to candidate resources upon arrival and executed-uninterrupted-to completion. Up to this point task migration has not been widely considered in the embedded domain.
An extensive survey of the performance improvements achievable through task migration can be found in Milojicic et al. [2000] . Though this work discusses task migration in the context of distributed computing, we anticipate that it will extend to the SCHM case for two reasons. First, the cost of on-chip state transfers is orders of magnitude lower than going off-chip or over a network, and second, the memory footprints of tasks in an SCHM will typically be much smaller than those encountered in distributed computing. These factors make migration attractive even for short-lived tasks by significantly reducing its cost.
TASK MIGRATION AND PRE-EMPTIVE SCHEDULING
Modern SCHM systems feature dynamic workloads and highly data-dependent execution, even among tasks with deadlines. For example, the average and worst-case times to decode one frame of MPEG video can differ by more than an order of magnitude [Duda and Cheriton 1999] . Under these circumstances realtime scheduling is highly conservative and results in overprovisioned hardware resources. The traditional approach of statically partitioning all tasks among processing elements at design time can prevent other tasks in the system from taking advantage of scheduling slack in such resources.
Consider the simple SCHM depicted in Figure 2 (a). It consists of two processing elements PE 100 and PE 50 , running at 100 and 50 MHz, respectively. PE 100 is reserved for real-time task T 1 , while tasks T 2 through T 4 are statically assigned to PE 50 . Due to data-dependent execution, T 1 finishes early, leaving PE 100 idle until its next activation. Because the system is statically partitioned, waiting tasks assigned to PE 50 cannot take advantage of the superior processing power PE 100 offers.
In Figure 2 (b), a dynamic scheduler eliminates the static partition by assigning tasks to resources as they become available, but does not move tasks once they begin execution. Previous work in MESH has explored the benefits of this strategy in the absence of preemption ]. In this case T 1 preempts T 4 before it completes, causing starvation. Because T 4 migrated, PE 50 now remains idle and unused. The net result is very little improvement in response time over the static scheduler. 1 Finally, Figure 2 (c) depicts a migratory scheduler that is capable of moving tasks even after they begin execution. Like the dynamic scheduler it exploits PE 100 when it becomes idle, but a short time after T 1 reactivates, it detects that T 4 is no longer making forward progress and migrates it to PE 50 . In spite of the time delay and the cost of transferring task state between processors, this strategy improves response time significantly.
Modeling task migration at a high level in a SCHM requires the ability to accurately model the performance of tasks for every resource they might execute on. MESH provides this functionality by representing tasks in terms of the computational resources they consume rather than their execution time. It can also provide equivalent sets of resource consumption, to specify how hardware features such as floating point support would affect its performance. This ability can be applied successfully to divisions as fine as individual instruction types [Meyer et al. 2005] , though this is usually unnecessary.
Interrupt Modeling
Preemptive scheduling and interrupts present challenges for high level modeling because of their asynchronous nature. A simulation environment can easily provide API calls to capture synchronous events such as task creation and use of synchronization primitives. These API calls then explicitly identify scheduling points, allowing the scheduler to model them properly. In contrast, unanticipated external events like preemption and interrupt handling are transparent to the software tasks they affect and will generally not occur near conveniently marked scheduling points. Similarly, a synchronous event on one processing element could easily trigger an asynchronous even on some other processor. For example, a semaphore "post" operation on processing element A might unblock a high-priority task, resulting in a preemption on processing element B.
Consider the situations in Figure 3 . In time line (a) two software tasks, T 1 and T 2 , practice cooperative multitasking on a single processor. Each executes for some time then yields, allowing the other to run. All context switches occur at well-defined points marked by consume calls (marked by heavy lines). At each consume call boundary, the scheduler resolves computational complexity to physical timing, and simulation proceeds efficiently and accurately. (b) shows the preemption points that would be imposed by a time-slicing scheduler. Context switches are no longer correlated with consume call boundaries, and multiple interrupts can occur during the span of a single consume call. The last time line shows T 1 and T 2 properly interleaved by time slicing, with the original consume call boundaries marked by heavy lines. We note that although MESH models the cost of servicing interrupts, that cost is negligible compared to the length of a time slice and is not shown in the figure.
Clearly the scheduler cannot atomically advance by consume call-dictated intervals: an interrupt could arrive at any moment and cause a context switch. Because the scheduler is generally not aware of future interrupt arrivals, it cannot plan for them in advance.
2 While it is straightforward to process only part of a consume call, how much or little must be processed? Advancing simulation by fixed intervals would bound the delay before the scheduler becomes aware of an interrupt. However, since even small delays in responding to interrupts can cause significant changes in the timing behavior of a system [Rhodes and Wolf 1999] , the designer must then choose between accuracy and simulation speed.
Fine-grained scheduling is highly undesirable when interrupts do not occur very frequently in the system. In this case the simulator will process many small time steps, very few of which actually contribute to accuracy.
The key to working around this difficulty comes by observing that most interactions between tasks in a system affect only their timing, rather than their behavior. For example, time-sliced execution or contention for a bandwidth on a shared bus will not affect the final output of a task. Given a set of relevant behavior traces (e.g., computational demands or memory accesses) the simulator can easily resolve timing-only interactions after the fact.
MESH takes this post-mortem approach to scheduling. It allows the host threads representing tasks in the system to generate full consume calls before returning control to the simulator kernel. MESH resolves timing conflicts among tasks, detects and processes interrupts, then commits consume calls once they are known to be free of interruptions. Each scheduler in the system advances the simulation as quickly as possible without reducing accuracy, often hundreds or thousands of cycles at a time. When interrupts do occur, MESH employs a roll-back mechanism to recover from the misspeculation (see Section 4.1.1).
Speculative scheduling provides two significant benefits. First, even though it accurately captures asynchronous interrupts, simulation is still highly efficient because time advances in the largest time steps possible by avoiding unnecessary scheduler invocations between interrupts. Second, it allows the designer to create software models without concern for timing-only interactions between tasks; she need only consider those scheduling interactions that might actually affect task behavior, such as accessing lock-protected memory. This flexibility allows quick evaluation of arbitrary preemptive scheduling strategies without imposing repeated changes to the software models involved.
Task State Rollback in MESH.
The internal state of MESH consists of two parts. A set of host threads models the software and hardware in the system (as described in Section 2), while the simulator kernel coordinates the host threads, resolves computational complexity into timing, and makes scheduling decisions.
The MESH kernel stores a global time as well as one pending (speculative) consume call for each runnable task in the system. One simulation step then consists of the following actions:
(1) Ensure that a pending consume call is available for each runnable task, allowing the corresponding host thread to run and return one if necessary. We note that, conceptually, test benches are tasks which do not compete for processor time and whose consume calls usually end by raising an interrupt on some simulated processing element. (2) Convert the consume calls into time delays by combining each one with the hardware model of the processing element it executed on 3 and advance global time to the end of the shortest consume call. (3) Apply any side effects dictated by the completed consume call (synchronization primitive access or raised interrupts), potentially triggering scheduling decisions. Any scheduling decision that impacts tasks running on other processing elements triggers a rollback: Split the affected consume calls at the new global time and commit the part that completed; the other part remains pending.
To illustrate how MESH advances simulation speculatively and applies rollback, consider the simulation depicted in Figure 4 . It consists of three tasks (T x , T y , T z ) executing on two processing elements (PE 1 , PE 2 ). In addition, a test bench task raises an interrupt at time t 2 , indicated by a large arrow.
At time t 1 (Figure 4(a) ), only T x and the test bench (not shown) are runnable. MESH allows both host threads to execute and return consume calls, then begins to apply post-mortem scheduling. It first combines the consume call from T x with the processing power of PE 1 to determine its length. MESH then advances global time to t 2 because the test bench thread's consume call (ending with an interrupt) is shorter.
The interrupt causes T y to unblock and be scheduled on PE 2 (Figure 4(b) ). The consume call for T x does not commit or roll back because no new scheduling decision has affected it so far. Because MESH does not have a speculative consume call for T y , it allows the host thread to execute and return one. MESH again resolves timing and determines that the consume call for T y will commit before that of T x .
The consume call from T y ends with an access to a synchronization primitive which unblocks high-priority task T z . MESH applies the designer's scheduling policy and determines that T z should preempt T x at time t 3 . However, the host thread for T x has already executed past the preemption point, which triggers a rollback (Figure 4(c) ). To implement the rollback, MESH splits the consume call for T x at t 3 and commits the earlier piece, as well as the full consume call for T y (committed consume calls are marked with a hatching pattern in the figure). The remainder of the consume call is stored as part of the internal state for T x and will not be considered again until T x gets rescheduled at some future point in the simulation. MESH also speculatively executes the host thread for T z to obtain a consume call, and the simulation continues.
One potential concern with the approach of splitting consume calls is that the host thread executes each consume call all at once, but MESH could split it repeatedly due to preemptions. The consume call may then experience an arbitrariliy long delay before it commits. This disconnect between model execution and timing resolution must not affect the correctness of the resulting simulation. We note that, for a well-behaved program, transparently time-shifting task execution will not change system behavior as long as no synchronization points are speculatively passed. Pieces of code that are sensitive to delays or interleaving with other tasks (i.e. critical sections) must be protected by some form of synchronization to ensure correctness. 4 Because all explicit synchronization in MESH occurs at consume call boundaries, it is always safe for the simulator to speculate up to the next such boundary without rolling back host thread state.
ISR-Task Communication.
Interrupts typically interact with tasks either through synchronization primitives (semaphores, queues, etc.) or by background polling. While MESH supports both types of communication, use of polling is discouraged because it reduces simulation speed.
5 Fortunately, polling operations can usually be converted into blocking ones, especially for the kinds of applications we consider in this paper.
As with task-task communication, ISR-task communication through OS primitives results in timing-only interactions subject to post-mortem scheduling. For example, in Figure 4 (b), T y was blocked when the interrupt fired; the ISR used some OS primitive to unblock it. Had T y been running (or blocked on some unrelated operation) at the time, the ISR would not have impacted its behavior until it accessed the primitive at some later point. Therefore, we see that MESH consume calls already support the most common ISR-task communication pattern.
Occasionally, an ISR must interact directly with a task through some form of polling. In this case, the task disables interrupts for a short time while it tests the value of some indicator variable. When the interrupt fires, its ISR updates the indicator, triggering some action when control returns to the polling task. MESH provides a set of API calls that permit software tasks to disable and enable particular interrupts as well as interrupts in general. ISR tasks can also disable interrupts to prevent themselves from being interrupted in turn by higher-priority interrupts. Once interrupts are reenabled the interrupt scheduler fires any pending interrupts that arrived during the critical section.
Lightweight Consume Calls
Overly fine annotations impact simulation speed in two ways. Each consume call boundary causes a context switch to the simulation kernel in order to perform timing resolution and scheduling. As Figure 5 shows, the overhead of context switching quickly reduces simulation speed; at the basic block level (<10 instructions) performance in MESH is comparable to fast ISS simulation. A similar effect arises while synchronizing component clocks in distributed cosimulation [Yi et al. 2003 ], where overhead approaches 90% even if synchronization is achieved through simple function calls instead of context switches. Unfortunately, the most natural approach to annotation marks basic blocks to capture data-dependent execution, leading to many small simulation steps and high overhead.
MESH introduces the concept of lightweight consume calls to address the overhead of context switching. Normal consume calls, though computationally Fig. 5 . Impact of synchronization overhead on simulation time. Annotation overhead in MESH is observed to be between 50 and 100%; ISS simulation is assumed to process one million instructions per second on a host executing two billion instructions per second.
inexpensive to produce, cause an immediate context switch to the simulator's scheduling layer for processing. Lightweight consume calls instead allow the host software task to aggregate the information supplied by these lightweight consume calls into an equivalent "heavyweight" consume call that will be delivered to the simulator, either when the task requests it or when the trace grows too large. Traces of lightweight consume calls are stored as simple lists associated with the simulator state of each task. The task also maintains an aggregate consume call that represents the running total at any time. If no interrupts arrive during the interval, MESH simply commits the aggregate consume call. Should an interrupt trigger rollback, MESH examines the list of lightweight consumes to determine exactly which logical computations occurred before the interrupt, and splits the list at that point before processing the interrupt.
Lightweight consume calls can replace any normal consume call that does not mark a synchronization point such as a critical section. In the common case of no intertask communication the aggregate consume call may span the entire lifetime of the task. The resulting simulation has the same accuracy as one using all heavyweight consume calls (the original MESH), but with virtually no overhead due to context switching. It is important to note that lightweight consume calls do not affect the outcome of the simulation-they only improve simulator performance by eliminating unnecessary context switch overhead.
The roll-back mechanism is based on the assumption that roll-backs are rare events; it adds virtually no performance overhead for workloads that do not show unpredictable interrupts. Lightweight consume calls provide the maximum performance boost with such workloads while context switching always dominates the cost of heavyweight consume calls. Lightweight consumes do impose a minor memory overhead on the order of 10 to 100 kilobytes of storage per task. This overhead is well worth the performance boost lightweight consumes offer, given the abundant main memory available on most host machines.
As tasks experience interrupts more and more frequently the benefits of lightweight consume calls diminish; at some point the cost of repeatedly splitting lists will outweigh the reduction in context switching; should this occur the designer can simply return to using heavyweight consume calls. In the workload we examine (see Section 5) interrupts are so rare that the overhead of list-splitting is negligible. Workloads featuring tasks with high interrupt rates (e.g., due to intense I/O activity) will benefit less from lightweight consume calls. However, tasks scheduled on other processing elements continue to benefit from lightweight consumes.
We illustrate the use and effect of lightweight consumes with the following simple example: an FFT kernel. Figure 6 shows skeleton code annotated at lines 15, 22, and 34. The transform is functionally independent of other tasks in the system and therefore a good candidate for lightweight consume calls; any timing dependencies (such as contention for memory) can be resolved post-mortem by the simulator. As this code executes in MESH each call to lightweight_consume adds some number of add and multiply operations to the trace for this task. Finally, at the completion of the routine (line 39) a call to lightweight_commit makes the trace available to the simulator and requests scheduling.
In our example the FFT task's host thread completes with only one context switch to the simulator kernel. Without lightweight consumes the designer would have been forced to accept O(N lg N ) context switches (the asymptotic complexity of an FFT with N inputs), or annotate at a coarser granularity. For tasks with data-dependent execution the latter alternative could easily lead to unnacceptably low accuracy.
EXAMPLE: MULTIMEDIA CELL PHONE
We used the enhanced version of MESH described in the previous section to evaluate scheduling strategies for a hypothetical SCHM multimedia cell phone with the following features: -Internet Access. A built-in wireless connection provides access to several Internet services including e-mail, online photo albums, ebook downloads and music services. The cost of decoding many small images-potentially in parallel-dominates Web browsing. -Text to Speech. As an alternative to reading from the device's small screen, speech synthesis allows the user to listen to ebooks, and text and email messages. -Online Photo Management. Users can upload snapshots from the built-in camera and download images from an online photo management service. Significant overhead stems from encoding and decoding large images one at a time.
The goal in these explorations was to demonstrate the use of interrupt modeling in MESH while comparing the performance of task migration in a preemptive dynamically scheduled system to that of a statically partitioned baseline. We chose a Scenario Oriented benchmarking approach to provide realistic multiprogrammed workloads, with response time of nondeadline applications as the metric of performance; real-time tasks must not miss any deadlines but are otherwise ignored.
Scenarios
Scenario Oriented benchmarking ] is based on the observation that a system's performance can only be determined by evaluating the kinds of multiprogrammed workloads it is (being) designed for. The performance of isolated benchmarks does not provide a complete picture due to contention for shared resources such as processor time and bus bandwidth. At the same time, it is vital that the workloads used to evaluate the system be reasonable representations of those the system would encounter in real life. Figure 7 shows the set of tasks which form each of the cell phone's features. All tasks are members of the MiBench [Guthaus et al. 2001 ] benchmark suite. Rsynth and ADPCM are real-time tasks with periodic 2.5 sec and 10 ms deadlines, respectively. JPEG encoding and decoding are provided on a best-effort basis, while CRC and AES are either real-time or best-effort tasks, depending on where they are used. In addition, rsynth and JPEG exhibit strongly data-dependent execution. Finally, web browsing is highly parallel as multiple images can be decoded independently.
This application mix reflects the highly variable workloads that are starting to appear in portable and handheld devices. Task migration in heterogeneous systems is a potential way to balance unpredictable computing demand with other constraints such as power utilization [Kumar et al. 2003 ]. While task migration within a single ISA is straightforward, many consumer electronics sport multiple ISAs within a single chip, complicating task migration.
We note that the applications presented earlier can all be divided into small, largely independent tasks for scheduling. For example, the real-time applications divide their inputs into periodic tasks, each with a single deadline. This simplifies system design and also eases task migration in heterogenous systems: Important kernels can be optimized for each target in the system. Splitting each kernel invocation into a separate task then allows the system to change the target without having to migrate working state between architectures. Tasks with little impact on performance can be pinned to a single architecture or core to avoid unnecessary design-time complexity: There is little reason to port a low-priority background task to a powerful DSP chip, for example.
Section 6 shows that scheduling small subtasks, combined with a kill-andrestart migration strategy, is quite effective for this workload.
All applications may be used simultaneously, providing a rich set of potential use cases to explore. A full evaluation would involve dozens of different scenarios intended to exercise the system in a variety of ways, but due to limited space we only present results for one representative scenario. Figure 8 depicts a variable use pattern that could arise as a business traveler waits for a delayed flight. Activities include reading email, browsing web pages, downloading product photos, and reading an email to a coworker over the phone. It presents mixed real-time and best-effort workloads ranging from idle to single tasks to several concurrent tasks. Dotted lines indicate task arrivals that change system load. Performance depends not only on the data set of each task, but also on concurrent interactions arising from task arrival times. The scenario spans nearly five minutes of simulated time and more than 25 billion target instructions.
Hardware Configuration and Static Scheduler
The example cell phone is powered by an SCHM containing four ARM processors running at 200, 100, 60, and 30 MHz, respectively. The two fastest processors provide hardware floating point support while the other two do not. Each processor performs all computations in its own private memory; data in off-chip memory or Flash must be transferred to local storage over a shared 10 MHz bus (arbitrated in 100 cycle bursts) before use. As shown in Figure 9 , each application is statically mapped to a single processor; the number and types of processors in the system are based on the computational complexity of those tasks.
Rsynth is the most demanding application in the system and must also meet deadlines in spite of its unpredictable execution time; it therefore requires the most powerful processor in the system (200 MHz), though in the average case it is over-provisioned. JPEG encoding and decoding are mapped to more modest processors (100, 60MHz), while the remaining low-complexity tasks are relegated to the weakest processor in the system (30MHz).
Dynamic Scheduling Strategies
We compared the statically partitioned baseline against three migratory schedulers, each more aggressive than the last. The first scheduler uses a conservative work-stealing strategy to distribute work during periods of load (passive work stealing). As tasks arrive in the system they are added to the queue of their statically assigned processor to await its services. Each processor services best-effort tasks one at a time, preempting them whenever real-time tasks arrive; once tasks begin executing they cannot be migrated. When any processor becomes idle it attempts to steal work from the queues of other processors in the system; when tasks arrive at loaded processors the scheduler will raise interrupts on all idle processors to trigger work stealing. This approach improves performance by exploiting parallelism in the workload.
The second scheduler expands work-stealing to also allow idle processors to usurp tasks from less powerful resources even when those resources are idle (active work stealing). This more aggressive approach improves performance over passive work stealing by attempting to schedule tasks on the most powerful resources possible.
The third scheduler adds migration of running tasks to reduce the cost of bad scheduling decisions that can result from active work stealing (migratory work stealing). System events such as task arrivals or completions can cause inconvenient preemptions or free up previously unavailable resources. Task migration allows the scheduler to redistribute system load by moving existing tasks. Our implementation monitors tasks for starvation caused by preemptions and moves them to idle resources to complete execution.
Migrating running tasks is significantly more expensive than changing their processor assignment before execution begins because all task state must be transferred to the new processor before execution can resume. We note that, like many embedded applications, the tasks in our system do not allocate significant amounts of memory; task state is roughly equivalent to the tasks's input data set. Because tasks in the system are generally short-lived and must already transfer their working data to processor-local memory before beginning work, we chose to model migration by simply aborting and restarting the task to be migrated. This also avoids the complexity of transparently migrating between heterogenous processors. More sophisticated approaches for saving and restoring task state during migrations exist but are highly complex; Milojicic et al. [2000] note that aborting short-lived tasks often requires less work than moving them. Our results confirm that this simple strategy significantly improves response time without the complexity of fully transparent migration.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We applied all four scheduling strategies to the scenario described in Section 5.1 and simulated them using MESH. In addition to the software tasks we modeled the overhead of arbitrating 100-cycle bus burst transfers. We also considered the overhead of the various schedulers as well as task steals and aborts. However, in practice scheduling and migration occur so rarely (roughly once per task) that they have virtually no impact on response time. Figure 10 shows the resulting response times of the best-effort tasks. The response time of each task depends both on its own processing requirements, and on scheduling decisions made in the context of system load. There are four bars for each application, corresponding to the four schedulers. As discussed in 5.1, each simulated scenario spanned approximately five minutes on a multiprocessor ARM target system. Each simulation required between 15 and 30 seconds to complete on a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 host with 1 GB of memory. Disabling lightweight consume calls increased simulation time to between 18 and 20 minutes, approximately 50-60 slower. The difference in simulation speed is entirely due to the overhead (or lack thereof) from context switching in the simulator at consume call boundaries. Cycleaccurate simulation would have required more than 7 hours, roughly 1000 times slower.
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As expected, the passive work stealing scheduler effectively distributed tasks of the parallel web page rendering application, improving system response time by 1.32 times. However, it achieved minimal speedup for the monolithic photo decoding application because it conservatively respected the original static mapping rather than exploiting PE 1 .
Active work stealing improved the performance of photo decoding by allowing idle processors (PE 1 and PE 2 in this case) to steal jobs from weaker processors. However, the strategy backfired for the jobs at t = 30 and t = 65 when the speech synthesis task preempted them. The jobs were then forced to wait until the speech segment completed, or nearly three extra seconds for t = 30. In spite of this shortcoming, however, the strategy improved response time by 1.41 times overall.
The fully migratory scheduler achieved the best overall performance, improving system response time by 1.96 times. It successfully detected starvation in the t = 30 and t = 65 photo decoding tasks and migrated them to other processors, for a speedup of 1.39 times over active work stealing. It is interesting to note that the migratory scheduler achieved superior performance over the static scheduler for t = 30. In both cases PE 2 handled the entire JPEG decoding process, but the migratory scheduler also allowed partial JPEG decoding to occur on PE 1 before aborting and restarting it on PE 2 , increasing processing time for the task. However, this loss was offset by the gains of performing the CRC check and decryption on PE 1 instead of PE 4 (see Figure 11 ).
Finally, Figure 11 provides a detailed breakdown of load distribution for each scheduler and application. The best-effort tasks are lined up along the x-axis, with the y-axis showing the percentage of time the task spent on each type of processor in the system. Each task has four bars, corresponding to the four schedulers. We note that the performance improvement is not solely due to executing tasks on more powerful resources; many tasks make significant use of three or even all four processors in the system (t = 20, t = 200, and t = 240). It further shows that the best task-processor mappings depend on the state of the system, such as whether speech synthesis is active (compare t = 30 and t = 240, for instance). This demonstrates that merely adjusting static task partitions could not achieve the same results because it limits the number of processors each task can utilize and cannot adjust to runtime conditions.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Full support for interrupt modeling in MESH opens up a wide range of design space explorations. This article demonstrates one use by modeling a particular family of preemptive schedulers. Fully exploring this and other preemptive scheduling strategies such as time slicing is the subject of future work.
Similarly, this article explored one form of task migration, implemented by aborting and restarting tasks. While quite effective for the short tasks considered here, aborting long-running tasks could potentially waste significant amounts of work. A full exploration of task migration would require the ability to transparently migrate the state of running tasks between processors instead of restarting them. Transparent migration would be straightforward to model in MESH, but the results would only be meaningful if based on accurate overhead estimates. Task migration is highly complex to implement in a real system [Milojicic et al. 2000] , especially if it contains heterogenous processors with multiple instruction set architectures.
Finally, this article did not examine how interrupt modeling impacts the accuracy of high-level simulations. A next step would be to compare the results presented in this paper with those generated by a multiprocessor cycle-accurate simulation, in order to determine whether interrupt modeling improves accuracy or, conversely, if its precision can be relaxed to a "higher level" without lowering accuracy further. A similar exploration would evaluate whether lightweight consumes could improve accuracy through finer annotations, without undue performance penalty.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper described how interrupt modeling and lightweight consume calls allow MESH to efficiently model preemptive schedulers at a high level by overcoming the challenge of capturing asynchronous scheduling events. We improved simulation speed in MESH by more than 50 times, allowing it to run over 1000 times faster than ISS simulation.
We also showed how these features allow effective scheduler design space exploration by using MESH to evaluate several scheduling strategies on a SCHMbased multimedia cell phone. Finally, we show that dynamic load distribution and migrating running tasks can reduce response time by as much as 1.96 times over statically partitioned scheduling in the system we evaluated. This result underscores the importance of using high-level modeling to explore a wide variety of scheduling approaches to maximize system performance.
